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ABSTRACT

The SEAWOLF submarine design is promoting the employment of a variety of advanced ship design and production techniques. Major goals of the design are to support a zone construction program, capture the data base in a digital format, provide digital products for construction and logistics support, and to simplify, as much as possible, the construction effort. Four innovations that support these goals include:

- Productivity Steering Group
- Improved drawings
- Planning and Sequence Documents
- Productivity Review Process

The implementation of these productivity tools into a new submarine acquisition has required extensive development by a creative group of designers and a contingent of production planners. The SEAWOLF Productivity team has undertaken the task to understand and apply the advancements in shipbuilding technology that are in place and are being implemented today. The infusion of productivity is the result of this knowledge being reflected in SEAWOLF Design products.

INTRODUCTION

The SEAWOLF Advanced Submarine Program is presently in the detail design phase of acquisition. SEAWOLF is advancing technology in many areas. Admiral W.H. Rowden, Commander Naval Sea Systems Command, in a statement to Congress, in March 1988 described the SEAWOLF as a ship that is "...designed to counter the rapidly increasing capabilities of the Soviet submarine force projected for the 1990's and beyond. SEAWOLF will be quiet, fast, and well armed with advanced sensors." In addition to the advances that make SEAWOLF a superior warship, the program strongly advocates the infusion of new technology in the design and construction phases of acquisition.

Productivity is the effort to make ships more affordable. Navsea, in cooperation with General Dynamics Electric Boat Division and Newport News Shipbuilding, is leading this part of the SEAWOLF detail design. Shipyard modernization programs at both Electric Boat and Newport News have dictated the need to change the philosophy and products of submarine design. The Productivity Program is responsible for ensuring that the SEAWOLF design is optimized for production as well as performance. The Productivity team is working to review the design, create the right design products and infuse the needs of the construction effort into the SEAWOLF program.

Departing from previous submarine designs, SEAWOLF is being designed in a team effort. Newport News Shipbuilding is the Lead Design Yard and has responsibility for hull and all non-propulsion plant systems. Electric Boat Division is the Propulsion Plant Design Yard and through a sub-contractor from Newport News is also responsible for the non-propulsion plant systems located in the engineering. The team arrangement is an outstanding asset from the standpoint of productivity. The discussion and integration of productivity issues by two experienced groups of submarine designers and planners has led to improved design products.

Infusing productivity into a submarine design requires the design yard to understand the New Technology in place and under development in the shipyards. The designer must have a working knowledge of Zone Oriented Construction and Intermediate Products in order to create the most useful construction drawings. The primary tool of the SEAWOLF designer is the Computer Aided Design workstation, which not only improves the designers capability, but also represents the front end of the Computer Aided design and manufacturing (CAD/CAM) system.
Setting the goals and committing the resources to achieve a producible design is an important step. Implementation of the program requires a well structured effort by the design yards, augmented by construction personnel, and the customer. The SEAWOLF Detail Design Team is making the effort and has produced a variety of products that may prove to be relevant in future programs. Some of the products of the SEAWOLF Producibility program are the Producibility Focus, improved construction drawings, upfront planning effort, Producibility Design Review, and Digital Data Transfer. The Digital Data Transfer Project has been well documented in other papers and will not be re-presented. The remaining products are the result of infusing producibility into the SEAWOLF submarine design.

NEW TECHNOLOGY

The U.S. Navy is often involved in developing new technology to improve the performance of its ships. American Shipbuilders have also been developing new technology by bringing new hardware, software and method into the shipyard to solve construction problems.

Problem solving through the implementation of new technology is a process that requires a specific technology to fulfill a need. The shipyard then develops the required internal procedures and accomplishes the necessary training in order to utilize the new technology in the workplace. The development phase of implementation is critical for insuring that the new technology to achieves management’s goals of improving the operation of their company. New Technology programs are an important part of the SEAWOLF Design, not only to improve performance as a warship, but also in the accomplishment of the goal to design a producible submarine.

The SEAWOLF Producibility effort primarily supports two important technologies; Zone Oriented Construction and Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM). Zone Oriented Construction and CAM have been the focus of shipyard improvement programs for a number of years. However, a submarine design that is dedicated to more fully implementing these technologies is a first.

Computer Aided Design is the tool that has facilitated the design yard’s task in creating the variety of products required in the SEAWOLF effort. Approximately four hundred CAM workstations are in daily use by the Design Yards to create three dimensional product models that are captured in the SEAWOLF Data Base. The Digital Data Base is a tremendous asset in supporting the iterative nature of the ship design process and is an essential element for the utilization of CAM technology, additionally, its future utilization in the life cycle support of the ship will be substantial.

Zone Oriented Construction is a variant of group technology that has been developed for shipbuilding. Zone Oriented Construction divides the ship into modules that are defined on an arrangement basis or zone of the ship rather than a system basis. Electric Boat and Newport News have integrated zone construction into their submarine construction programs. The investment in bringing this new technology into the shipyards and developing it have been significant. Land Level Facilities have been built at both shipyards to assemble the large modules that are fabricated in shops. Previous submarine designs created a system oriented data base. For a shipbuilder to utilize a zone construction method, the system design had to be translated to define the module arrangement. Although the translation was a significant effort, the benefits of utilizing zone construction by better organizing the flow of work and also reducing the amount of work required within the fully assembled assemblies made it worthwhile. Since SEAWOLF has been conceived from the outset with the requirement that its design fully support zone construction, the goal of maximum outfitting of modules prior to endloading into hull sections will be achieved. Figure 1 depicts the SEAWOLF structure of submarine zone oriented construction.

Intermediate products are the units of work or product structure that supports zone oriented construction. The SEAWOLF product structure is divided into five increasingly complex levels:

1. Piece Parts
2. Items and Packages
3. Sub-Modules
4. Modules
5. Sections

The SEAWOLF hull is divided into eleven sections that receive parts, items, packages, sub-modules and modules directly. After a section is loaded to the maximum extent, it is moved next to its adjacent section and joined. Although all levels of product structure can go directly into the hull sections, in practice most of the volume and weight are loaded at the module and sub-module level. SEAWOLF is designed with twenty module size units. The modules are defined so that they are contained within a particular section without overlap. Each level of product structure, for some period of time, has a unique identity. Figure 2 depicts an example of an interim product. In Figure 2, a foundation is created and identified, for example, as item #1. Sometime later item #1 is joined to a deck with other items and packages to form sub-module #1. The uniqueness of foundation #1 is lost and sub-module #1 assumes an interim identity until it is joined to some other piece of the ship to form a higher tier of product structure (module or section). Each piece of assembly
is defined as an "Interim Product" and becomes important from the aspect of structuring worksite, and organizing construction drawings. Sectional Construction Drawings are based on this product structure and will be discussed later.

Computer Aided Manufacturing is a rapidly progressing technology that is being widely implemented today. Efforts to eliminate manual steps in manufacturing processes are being taken by shipyards as the capability of computer technology improves. Today's computer technology implementation at submarine shipyards is primarily being accomplished at the shop level to improve specific manufacturing processes. As the capability of today's computer expands, their application in manufacturing will follow closely. However, implementing CAM technology into the manufacturing scheme requires more than the investment in the necessary hardware. The shipbuilder must have available or create data that is in a computer usable form. The SEAWOLF Program has the goal of providing, design information in a digital form in parallel with construction drawings in order to facilitate the use of Numerical Control machines.

The future of manufacturing is involved in the effort to bring Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) to maturity. Manufacturing the thousands of pieces necessary to build a submarine is a complex process that encompasses far more than the actual cutting, bending or machining of parts. The material requirements, schedule of manufacture, storage and retrieval of the product and processing of work are all part of the manufacturing process. The task for people working in the various functions of manufacturing is to support the process so that each piece needed can be produced on time. Every part is touched in some way by the material, fabrication, scheduling and possibly storage systems of the manufacturing department. The task of constantly updating large amounts of information so the manufacturing will support the construction schedule is a tremendous undertaking and is usually handled by a semi-automated paper tracking system. The evolution of the computer network allows the manufacturer to set the goal of creating a paperless manufacturing effort.
The SEPWOLF Digital Data Base and digital data transfer project are important steps in facilitating the Computer Integrated Manufacturing effort. The knowledge that a large amount of the SEPWOLF geometry will be available digitally has helped spur the computer integrated manufacturing programs at both submarine shipyards. The resources required to bring CIM to reality should not be underestimated; however, the effort by the design yards, in cooperation with their CAS software vendors and the IGES Committee, has crossed a significant boundary in providing a data base in digital form.

**PRODUCIBILITY STEERING GROUP**

In April 1987, the SEPWOLF Program transitioned from competing contract designs between Electric Boat and Newport News into a dual design yard arrangement. Part of the transition process was to formalize the recognized need to create a forum to address producibility issues. The result was the creation of the SEPWOLF Producibility Steering Group (PSG).

The Steering Group is composed of Design Yard personnel from Electric Boat and Newport News Shipbuilding, with representation from NAVSEA. The group is sub-divided into working groups along the following design and construction functions:

A. Piping/Ventilation
B. Machinery
C. Structure
D. Electrical
E. Drawings
F. Construction Planning

The producibility ideas that had evolved during contract design were formalized into action items to be investigated, and new items were added as they were identified. Each item was assigned to a particular working group with lead roles alternated between design yards. The working groups exchange ideas and technical concerns on assigned action items and report the results of their effort at steering group meetings which occur on a regular schedule. The item is considered closed when the design yards reach a formal agreement describing the item and the resolution.

The Producibility Steering Group has handled a wide range of issues, including standardization of high use items, reviewing design standards to improve the utilization of automated processes, applying uniform references and tolerances, and creating uniform design products. The need to apply uniform standards to a ship design utilizing a dual design yard concept is apparent, since a single shipbuilder will use the products of both designers. However, their
is an additional benefit to the SEAWOLF Program. The starting point for the standards is usually each yard's present method of doing business, which rarely coincide. After exploration and negotiation, these starting positions evolve into an agreement that embodies a better means to design a producible ship. Examples include the effort to minimize pipe joints, and the development of products that improve the zone oriented construction planning effort, such as the Planning and Sequence Documents.

THE SEAWOLF Probabilistic Steering Group was a necessary element of a dual design yard effort. However, the need for a producibility forum between design yard, shipbuilder and customer also exists in a single design yard arrangement. The need to deliver the best possible construction scheme coupled with the many items that can reduce the shipbuilder's effort can yield savings that far surpass any additional time in the design phase.

SEAWOLF DRAWINGS

A special effort of the steering group was the redefinition of the types, formats and levels of detail of SEAWOLF drawings. This redefinition was required because of the desire to improve construction drawings and support zone construction while recognizing the need to design and approve drawings by system. The SEAWOLF Ship Specification defines three general types of drawings to be created at the design yards:

- Configuration
- Sectional Construction
- Ship Support

Configuration drawings are system oriented drawings that are the framework of the data base. Many Configuration Drawings require approval from government agencies such as NAVSEA or the cognizant Supervisor of Shipbuilding. Configuration Drawings that require Navy approval are mostly diagrams or arrangement drawings that depict significant portions or critical elements of the ship. In addition, the design yard creates another group of more detailed configuration drawings as a means of gaining internal approval of smaller portions of the design. The format of the Configuration Drawings has changed little from the "Class" Drawings that are common to all ship designs. The level of detail is reduced, since any detail that is required only for construction is unnecessary for approval is removed and placed on construction drawings. This change has caused some additional dialogue between design yard and customer, but the impact has been small. The greatest effort has been in the training of personnel to deal with the somewhat different SEAWOLF design products.

Sectional Construction Drawings (SCD's) are a translation of the data base developed by the Configuration Drawings to support zone oriented construction. The intent of the SCD is to provide the shipbuilder with all the information needed to construct the ship in the most useful format possible. The structure of the SCD is discussed below.

Ship Support Drawings will be used in the life cycle support of the SEAWOLF and are composed of Configuration and selected Sectional Construction Drawings. Additional logistic information is provided by a special group of drawings created for logistics support such as drydocking drawings, equipment removal flowpath drawings and selected record drawings.

SECTIONAL CONSTRUCTION DRAWINGS

The SEAWOLF Ship Specification defines the purpose of a Sectional Construction Drawing, but it was left to the Probabilistic Steering Group to structure this new type of drawing. The goals in creating the sectional construction drawing were:

- Support zone oriented construction
- Create logical work packages
- Insure the drawing could stand alone in the work place
- Minimize additional planning by the shipbuilder

Supporting the construction scheme through the SCD’s was accomplished by designing each drawing to create an interim product, whether the product be an item or a large module. The SCD identifies a list of material (Engineering Parts List) and goes through the necessary sequential steps that build the product. In the case of an item, the Engineering Parts List starts with raw material, consumes it in a manufacturing process and prepares the item for joining with other products. A module SCD would start with previously assembled interim products, such as items, packages, and sub-modules and then work through the required sequence to put the module together.

In order to aid the shipbuilder, a system to "intelligently" number the SCD's was created. The eight digit SCD number was constructed with fields that indicate in what section, module and sub-module the drawing's interim product would be located. For example, all SCD's numbered between 40000000 and 49999999 cover work only in Section 4. more specifically the 42000000 series of drawings builds the fan room module (module #2) of Section 4. The usefulness of the numbering system extends beyond construction. During the life of the ship, knowing that the SCD number is tied to a specific area in the ship will be an aid in finding detailed logistical support information. Figure 3 shows the SCD numbering system.
constructing an interim product is in most instances a multi-skill endeavor. Figure 4 depicts the assembly of a simple package of pipe that will require cutting and bending the pipe, welding fittings and valves, adding pipe hangers and assembling the package into a fixture. Outfitting a module would normally involve a variety of operations from Structural, Mechanical, Piping, Ventilation and Electrical trades. To make the SCD more useful it is broken into functional trade work packages called sectional construction drawings.

The SCD format must extend beyond the task of creating interim products if they are to be the vehicle for the entire construction process. The joining of sections and the outfitting operations that cover more than one section after joining must be addressed. The joining operation consists primarily of making the circumferential joint between two sections.

**Example:**

**FAN ROOM MODULE**

**D42XXXXXXX**

**PIPEING PACKAGE NO. 26**

D4200002630
D4200002631
D4200002632
D4200002633
D4200002639

**Figure 3. Sectional Construction Drawing Numbering System.**
**Figure 5.** Sectional Construction Drawing Chapter Numbering System.
followed by the tying together of the distributed systems (piping and ventilation) and the pulling of electrical cable across the interface. The "U" drawing has been developed to meet this need. The drawing number will contain a "U" followed by the numerical designator of the two sections involved; i.e., the SCD joining sections 1 and 2 will be number JJ2000001 (or higher if more than one drawing is used). The multi-section drawing is an "M" series drawing that will cover work that follows after the joining phase. This drawing will have a numbering scheme containing the designator "M" and the first and last sections involved. In the case of a forward ship task the number could be MJ3000001, indicating sections 1, 2 and 3 would be involved.

The complexity of Nuclear submarines has increased dramatically over the years, and SEAWOLF will continue that trend. The Sectional Construction Drawing provides the shipbuilder a tool to handle the complexity by presenting detailed yet simplified views of what is to be built, without extraneous information. The SCD presents the shipbuilder logical work packages that reduce the need for detailed waterfront engineering and planning. The completion by a shop of a drawing chapter will indicate that a product has been built, or a specific value added to a product, such as painting. The SEAWOLF Sectional Construction Drawing achieves the goals that are requirements of the ship's specification. It is a measurable achievement in zone oriented ship construction.

PLANNING AND SEQUENCE DOCUMENTS:

The process of creating interim products from the item level up to the section level evolves a logical sequence of assembly. As the design is iterated and the design spiral tightens, the assembly sequence becomes a parameter affecting design decisions because the changes may affect how work is packaged. To assist designers in understanding the construction process, knowledgeable waterfront planners are brought into the SCD/DP Detail Design effort. One of their tasks is to arrange the fabrication and assembly of interim products into a scheme that fits into the facilities and practice of submarine shipbuilders. The planning group utilizes a computer based scheduling system to produce a variety of networks. All the SCD's necessary to produce an interim product at the module or section level are networked together to permit analysis of the proposed construction sequence. These networks are titled "Sequence" documents and are the foundation for creating many useful products. An example of a sequence document is illustrated in Figure 6. The first by-product is created by the addition of a timeframe to each event of the sequence network yielding the "planning" document. The utility of the planning document is the ability to capture information necessary to work out a finite construction period. A planning document example is depicted in Figure 7. Study of the planning and sequence networks will indicate the key points in the construction that are summarized to produce the Master Construction Schedule (MCS). Figure 8 illustrates the evolution of a MCS activity from the Planning and Sequence documents. Since the sample is worked from a "bottom-up" approach based on a drawing by drawing evaluation, it is a valid scheduling tool that is available during the Detail Design process. From the MCS other products fall out, such as the drawing issue schedule and material ordering schedule. The products needed by the shipbuilder become the driving force in meeting schedules to provide design products, especially on the lead ship.

PRODUCTIVITY REVIEW

The role of NAVSEA and the engineering offices at the Supervisors of Shipbuilding is to review the design yards from the standpoint of technical adequacy. Their responsibility does not extend into the arena of productivity. The technical reviewer does not pose the question "can the design be efficiently produced?". A major benefit of the dual design yard arrangement is the capability for review of the design products of the other team member by knowledgeable designers and shipbuilders. It is necessary to set productivity goals and standardize high usage items; however, a drawing by drawing review presents the opportunity to validate the SEAWOLF Design as a truly producible one. The SEAWOLF Program has formally involved both team members in a productivity review of design products. The "Productivity Review Procedure" was developed by the Steering Group to ensure that every SCD developed is reviewed not only in house, but also by an independent and highly interested second party. The original concept was to submit only SCD's, regardless of content, to the other design yard. During the development of the procedure it was noted that many other documents being created or in review at the design yards, such as mockup drawings and specific process instructions, have productivity implications, and the procedure was modified to permit any document to be included in the review process.
Figure 6. SEAWOLF Planning Document

SEAWOLF PROJECT

| ACT NO. | DESCRIPTION                                      | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 | 10 | 11 | 12 | 13 | 14 | 15 | 16 | 17 | 18 | 19 | 20 | 21 | 22 | 23 | 24 | 25 | 26 |
|---------|-------------------------------------------------|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
| 1b      | TIO-FAB ASSEMBLY & COMPLETE STRUCTURE           |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |
| 1c      | TDO ASSEMBLY                                    |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |
| 2b      | TIO-FAB ASSEMBLY & COMPLETE PLATE               |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |
| 2c      | TIO-FAB ASSEMBLY & COMPLETE STRUCTURE           |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |
| 3b      | TIO-FAB ASSEMBLY & COMPLETE FOUNDATIONS         |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |
| 3c      | TIO-FAB ASSEMBLY & COMPLETE FOUNDATIONS         |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |
| 4b      | TIO-FAB ASSEMBLY & COMPLETE FOUNDATIONS         |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |
| 4c      | TIO-FAB ASSEMBLY & COMPLETE FOUNDATIONS         |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |
| 5b      | TIO-FAB ASSEMBLY & COMPLETE PIPE HANGERS        |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |
| 5c      | TIO-FAB ASSEMBLY & COMPLETE PIPE HANGERS        |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |
| 6b      | TIO-FAB ASSEMBLY & COMPLETE PIPE NUTS & BOLTS   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |
| 6c      | TIO-FAB ASSEMBLY & COMPLETE PIPE NUTS & BOLTS   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |
| 7b      | TIO-FAB ASSEMBLY & COMPLETE PIPE NUTS & BOLTS   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |
| 7c      | TIO-FAB ASSEMBLY & COMPLETE PIPE NUTS & BOLTS   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |    |

TRIM PUMP MOD PLAN DOC
DOCUMENT NO. PL4300000002

Figure 7. SEAWOLF Sequence Document

Figure 8. Evolution of the Master Construction Schedule
Implementation of the review process required the formation of a team to conduct the review. This review team is a combination of design, construction, planning, manufacturing engineering and quality assurance (NAD) personnel. The team can serve to validate documents produced by its own design yard and also the documents received from the other design yard. The review primarily involves the comparison of construction experience to the design presented. Each member of the review team applies his own expertise and comments on changes that would improve the producibility of the design at hand. Review comments are formally transmitted to the design yard and they are incorporated into the design, or discussed with the reviewer if a difference of opinion exists.

The Producibility Review process has elicited a wide variety of comments from both shipyards. Examples of producibility issues include:

- Replacement of welded fittings with pipe bends
- Recommendations to improve machining
- Alternates materials to improve fabrication
- Addition of notes to improve clarity of drawings
- Recommendations on tolerances and reference lines
- Recommendations on welding sequence to reduce distortion
- Improving the access for welding and installing mechanical joints
- Improving clarity of welding information
- Replacing structure composed of welded pieces with a single cold formed item

In some cases the desired improvement in producibility is offset by technical design requirements and the comment cannot be incorporated. However, in most cases producibility comments can be accommodated and they are reflected in changes to SCP's.

The Producibility Review allows experienced construction personnel an opportunity to apply their hard learned lessons to the design process. This opportunity occurs at a point in the design when the comments can be acted upon with a minimum of disruption.

SUMMARY

The SEAWOLF Producibility effort has been successful in focusing energy to facilitate a zone oriented construction plan and to improve the manufacture of the ship. Completely capturing the design in an electronic data base is a major step toward the automation of the work place from the fabrication, material handling and production management functions. The philosophy is, that designing for production is an investment with a tremendous potential for a substantial cost reduction for the Navy and its shipbuilders.

SEAWOLF Program experience has shown that when the appropriate resources are dedicated to creating a producible design, that it will succeed. A working forum, such as the SEAWOLF Producibility Steering Group is a necessary focal point to guide the effort. Complex projects such as creating the right drawings and facilitating a Producibility Review can be accomplished with the support of management and the enthusiastic cooperation of skilled engineers and designers. The Design Yard must maintain a constant dialogue with the shipbuilders to ensure that the output of the design meets his needs. The trade-offs between technical adequacy and ease of construction must be constantly evaluated so that the specifications are met and the results of the producibility effort are incorporated.

The shipbuilding environment of today necessitates that, for a shipbuilder to remain competitive, a continuous injection of new technology into the shipyard must occur. The desired cost reduction can be severely hampered when the design products do not support the shipyard's construction philosophy or facilities. Infusing Producibility into ship design is a major feature of the SEAWOLF Program. The potential for improving the construction of the U.S. Navy's advanced submarine is real, and future ship designs should consider building on the products of the SEAWOLF Producibility effort.
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